
Custom rechargeables



When it comes  
to better hearing, 
everyone deserves 
an edge.

Game-changing sound 
with Edge Mode 
With just a tap, the AI technology helps 
improve speech audibility in the most 
difficult listening situations — including 
when people are wearing face masks  
or social distancing.

Personalization perfected 
Our Livio Edge AI custom hearing aids 
fit your unique ear anatomy precisely, 
delivering comfort and clarity that  
can’t be beat.

The world’s first and only 
custom rechargeable 
hearing aids
Custom-molded rechargeable hearing 
aids give you discreet, comfortable and 
convenient options. They sit completely in 
your ear, so they won’t get tangled or pulled 
off when wearing or removing face masks.



Hear speech 
comfortably 
even in busy 
settings while 
unwanted  
noise is  
suppressed.

No buzzing, no 
whistling, just  
comfortable,  
feedback-free  
listening all day.

*Remote Mic Plus is required for certain smartphones.

Connect hearing 
aids via Bluetooth® 
with accessories and 
select smartphones.*

Stream crisp, clear 
phone calls and  
experience music  
the way it was  
meant to be heard.

Get superior sound 
quality, clarity, more 
natural hearing and 
effortless transitions.

Preserve peace 
and quiet while 
important sounds 
like speech are 
amplified.

Livio Edge AI  
takes our industry- 
leading sound  
performance  
to new heights



Our rechargeable product lineup 
offers an environmentally friendly 
and sustainable battery. 

Custom. 
Rechargeable. 
Bluetooth.

ChestnutLight 
Brown

Dark 
Brown

Pink Medium 
Brown

Black

•  Hearing aids will automatically 
power on when removed from  
the charger.

•  Charger provides up to 24 hours  
of power in a single charge.

Talk to your hearing 
clinician about your lifestyle 
and how active you are to 
help find the hearing aid 
that’s right for you.

Custom molded to your 
unique ear canal

Faceplate 
(visible)



The Thrive Hearing Control app works 
seamlessly with Livio Edge AI to give you 
complete control of your hearing aids.

Easy personalized control

Two powerful 
apps that work 
together

Thrive Care provides peace of mind to 
those you choose to share information 
with while helping you feel confident 
and independent.

With Thrive Care, you can share 
helpful information like your physical 
activity, hearing aid usage, and social 
engagement with pre-selected people. 
You decide what to share from your 
Thrive Hearing Control app—exclusive 
to Livio Edge AI hearing aids.  

Maintain your 
independence

For you

For the people who care about you

Thrive Assistant
Use voice commands to get quick 
answers to questions, set reminders 
and control your hearing aids. 

Mask Mode
This custom memory boosts certain 
frequencies to help you better hear 
people who are wearing face masks.*

Auto On/Off
Livio Edge AI detects when you put 
your hearing aids in and take them 
out saving battery life.

*Mask Mode only available on select technology levels



Sleek, wireless accessories stream 
the sounds you love directly to your 
Livio Edge AI hearing aids. Enjoy your 
favorite music, TV shows and phone 
calls with excellent sound quality.

Reconnect 
with what 
matters most

1. Remote Mic Plus
Enables easy audio streaming and 
one-on-one conversations in noisy 
environments. 
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2. Mini Remote Microphone
Enjoy one-on-one conversations in 
noisy environments by clipping it to 
your conversation partner’s clothing. 

3. TV Streamer
Easily stream audio from your TV or 
other electronic audio source directly 
to your hearing aids. 

4. Remote
Easily control memory and volume, 
mute your hearing aids and turn  
other special features on and off.

5. Table Microphone
Make group settings easy with eight 
built-in microphones that stream  
the primary speaker’s voice to  
your hearing aids.
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*For technical support of hearing devices with wireless connectivity 

Global Headquarters
6700 Washington Ave. S.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
1.866.418.6928

www.Starkey.com/Veterans

Veteran technical support line*:


